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The Mighty Machines series. Mighty machines in full color for the kids who love them. In the Mighty

Machines series, vivid color photographs of machines at work jump off the page. Large type

describes the machines, their parts and their uses. Glossaries explain essential terms, and

suggested activities add to the fun. The big format and vibrant designs make the books perfect for

kids to read alone or share with a friend. With their lively designs and topics that are always a

favorite with kids, these books offer popular subject matter and excellent value. The thrill of the

unknown just adds to the excitement of seeing (and hearing) a rescue vehicle. This book shows a

variety of rescue vehicles along with the personnel who work on them, including: Ladder trucks at a

burning building Helicopters dropping water on a forest fire and airlifting a stranded dog from a

mountain pass Airport rescue trucks with special lights and room for passengers New York City's

harbor fire boats Helicopters and lifeboats rescuing sailors Ambulances and air ambulances helping

injured drivers Police on their way to an emergency by car and helicopter A police motorcade

escorting a VIP
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I bought this for my 5-year-old daughter to enhance her reading skills, and she had no trouble at all

repeating after me thanks to the large text and simple sentences. The pictures were good and the

information was accurate.It dwelled quite a bit on non-firefighting vehicles and rarely used fire

vehicles; I wish it had gone into a little more depth on the different types of fire suppression vehicles,

such as engines, ladders, and brush trucks.

Nice book. My son loves fire truck books.

It's an ok book. I don't regret buying it but I wouldn't recommend it to a friend. The pictures are

pretty good.

I bought this book and another book called All Aboard Fire Trucks for my 3 year old son because he

loves firetrucks. He loved them and loved looking at all the different kinds of vehicles. Very good

book to read at nap time or bed time for your little adventurer. Very colorful and educational.

I love this book. I gave it to my four year old nephew for Christmas. It is full of great educational

facts about rescue vehicles. The graphics are amazing and the words are easily commendable but

not overly simplified. Would buy again for other gifts in the future.

Our future firefighter (5 year-old-grandson) really loves the big colorful pictures and simple text in

this book. He "reads" it over and over again. Great way to teach about rescue heroes.

Ladder broke off first night.

my 2 year old loves it
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